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Xavier musicians· stage Gulf
,Coast fundraiser
"

GRACE NORTHERN
Senior News Editor
The Xavier Music Department
is organizing and sponsoring a benefit concert to contribute to the Gulf
Coast hurricane relief efforts. The
event is called "Evening of Hope"
and it will take place on Saturday
at 7:30 p.m. in Bellarmine Chapel.
Senior music majors and faculty
members from the music department will be the highlight in this
program of approximately 15 performances that will represent a selection of classical music from composers such as Puccini and
Bernstein.
In addition to seniors and faculty members, a few New Orleans
Loyola transfer students who are
music majors will also be involved
in the concert to help r~ise awareness and money.
· The admission to the benefitconcert is free. However, organizers of the event are hoping to receive monetary donations that can
be sent to the hurricane victims.
"There's going to be free admission, but we are requesting a five
dollar donation and if people feel
that. they can give more, they can
do so. Even if a student gives one
dollar, that's still one dollar more
they don't have down there at this
moment," said Amy Clark.
Clark, and fellow senior music
major, Margaret Russo, are the two

individuals who are co-producing
the concert.
Clark and Russo are hoping to .
set the mood for the event as an

uplifting reflection that inspires weeks ago, it's still important to
hope while also providing relief. · continue helping in relief efforts.
"So here we are. It's going to be
They emphasize that even though
the hurricanes occurred many Oct. 15 and we are a month and a

PHOTO COURTESY OF MARGARET RUSSO

Amy Clark and Margaret Russo (left to right) have teamed with the Music Department to hold the
"Evening of Hope."
·
·

half removed from the first hurricane. It's important to remember
that people still need aid and help,"
said Russo.
"If you are a·student on campus
and you don't know exactly what
you can do to help; you can come
join in this community atmosphere
and listen to the music for free. If
you feel moved, then you can
give," said Russo.
In the aftermath of the Gulf
Coast hurricane disasters, many individuals have voiced their desire
to be involved in the relief efforts,
but they are unsure of how they can
fully cpntribute and stay involved.
Clark explains that this event
serves as a way to help meet those
hopeful aspirations.
"Although many students and
faculty .want to go down there and
help, we are all involved in school,
and we have to take classes, which
puts us in a kind Of tug of war," said
Clark.
"I think this event is going to be
a good outlet for letting us feel like
we are doing something to help,"
said Clarck
•
·
All are encouraged to attend this
event and join fellow members of
Xavier's community to continue
supporting Gulf Coast hurricane
victims. For more information, contact Clark or Russo at
russoma@xavier.edu

Under used Business Incubator faces facts
Currently, Xavier occupies two
rooms in the Business Incubator's
building. The fu.nding for this proXavier University funds many
gram has been provided by a threefacilities on campus that are accesyear grant sponsored by National
sible to all students. One unique
City Bank, which ends in 11
facility that Xavier offers is the
months.
Business Student' Incubator loThe possible extension of Nacated about one mile from campus
tional City's grant has not yet been
at 1776 Mentor Avenue.
decided, nor has it been determined
The intended function of how the Incubator would be finanXavier's Business Student Incubacially supported otherwise.
tor is to provide students with the
"One of our goals is to get more
opportunity to start their own busi~ . funding. We can possibly go
ness on campus while using the
through National City again, but
incubator's available facilities to
we need to have a plan set in place.
develop their own business into a
Right now, they ~ave no reason to
productive entity.
fund it because it's not ~eing used

GRACE NORTHERN
Senior News Editor
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for the purpose it was intended for," could have a. professional space benefit from it. They would be
that's in an office building," said given a business coach, use of wiresaid senior Jennifer Clem.
less Internet, and access to Xavier's
However, historically, this facil- Clem.
ity has not been utilized by stuIn" an effort to maximize the two rooms in the building," .said
dents, which is an reality that a building's use, Clem and two fel- Clem.
"Plus, there are plenty of other
group of Xavier students are cur~ low students, seniors Melissa King
and Dave Hawks, are working to conference-like rooms that they can
rently trying to change.
"There are a lot of students that support the facility by encourag- utilize. There are also other busihave ideas for businesses, but they ing students to take advantage of nesses in there that could give the
just don't have a place to run the its opportunities. As part of their students free consulting. The Busibusiness," Clem said.
entrepreneurial course, New Ven- ness Incubator has all of the things
The Business Incubator would ture Planning taught by Sherrie Hu- that you would need to run a busibe a place where they could put an man, they are constructing a busi- ness," said Clem.
If students are interested in takaddress down on their business card ' ness plan .that will hopefully enand say,. 'Here is where my busi- sure the future of the incubator on ing advantage of the Business In. cubator, they can contact Clem,
ness is located.' This will also al- campus.··
low them to have a place if they
"Our ultimate goal is to find stu- King
or
Hawks
at
need to meet with a client. They dents who can utilize the space and xustudentincubator@gmail.com
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Vision of Hope series begins Monday
MARY COUGHLIN

Police Notes

October 1, 11:00 p.m. Campus Police and Norwood
Police investigated a large
house party on the 1900 block
of Hudson Avenue.

October 2, 12:30 a.m. A student was cited for underage consumption at the Village
Shuttle stop after seen throwing an empty beer can before
getting on the shuttle.

October 6, 8:30 a.m. A student was cited for possession of stolen university
property when a Xavier parking sign was found in the trunk
of a car· parked on Winding
Way.

October 6, 6:20 p.m. A non-student viewing pornography in the MacDonald Library was given a field investigation report and escorted off
campus.

October 7, 6:56 a.m. Cincinnati Fire and Campus Police investigated a fire alarm in
the Kuhlman Residence Hall.
The alarm was caused by a
loose smoke detector.

October 7, 5:00 p.m. A student reported the theft of
a Dell laptop computer and a
lock box from an unlocked
apartment at the Village.

Police Note
oftFzeWeek
October 5, 3:30 a.m. Norwood Police and Campus
Police investigated a report of
a student robbed ar gun point
around 1:30 a.m. -in the 1700
block of Cleneay Avenue.

.
.
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Contributing Writer

From 7 to 9 p.m. on Monday in
the Schiff Family Conference Center, the first of five speakers in the
Vision of Hope series kicks off. The
series is presented by· Xavier
University's Peace and Justice Pro-·
grams and supported by a number
of other university groups.
The series was inspired by Fr.
Ben Urmston 's work on "Five Pillars of a New World Building." The
five pillars are: a global ethic, economic democracy, human rights,
non-violence, and democratic
world order·, which constitute
Urmton's comprehensive blend of
ideas he believes are necessary for
world peace.

The five pillars are explored in
·a video by Fr. Urmston entitled "A
Vision of Hope." He has dedicated
25 years of his life to exploring and
researching these themes of peace.
This video is the culmination of
his project. Each presentation will
begin with a showing of a portion
of the. video. Copies of the video
will be available for purchase at each
speaker session. Each presentation
will address one of the five pillars
individually.
·
This Monday, "a global ethic"
is the featured pillar, and Paul Knitter, Professor Emeritus of Theology
at Xavier and author of Introducing Theologies of Religions: One
Earth Many Reiigions, Multifaith
Dialogue and Global Responsibility, and James Bucha,non, Director

Mad Cowboy
speaks on campus
CHAD FRAZIER
Asst. Campus News Editor

On Monday, national speaker
and fourth g~neration cattlerancher-turned-vegan, Howard
Lyman, will be speaking in the
Kelley Auditorium at 7 p.m. The
event is hosted by Advocates for
Animals and is free and open to the
public.
Lyman, also known as the "Mad
Cowboy," will be discussing the issues covered in his recently published book No More Bull, an eye. opening revelation of the link between Alzheimer's disease and
meat consumption, and a dissection of the folly of high-protein
diets.
He will also elaborate on the
ideas discussed in his book Mad
Cowboy, the interesting story of
how he left a lucrative ranch business and became a vegan.
The talk is aimed_ at revealing
the current status of the nation's
food production and how modern
agriculture, with its reliance on pesticides, herbicides, and petrochemi-

cal based fbrtilizers, are not sustainable. The talk is also designed
_ to probe the environmental and
health consequences that these
methods produce.
Lyman became a vegan after a
spinal tumor nearly left him paralyzed. He cites agricultural chemicals as the cause of the tumor. Since
then, he has joined the National
Farmers Union as a lobbyist in
Washington D.C. and has helped
to pass the National Organic Stan; dardsAct.
Xavier students may recognize
Lyman from his 1996 appearance
on The Oprah Winfrey Show
where he foretold the coming of
mad cow disease to America.
Lyman and Oprah were promptly
sued by offended cattlemen, and
were ultimately vindicated in
court.
Lyman is currently the founder
and president of Voice for a Viable
Future, a non-profit organization
that promotes organic family farm- ing, biodiversity, vegetarianism,
environmentally friendly practices, and enlightened trade.

for the Edward B. Brueggeman
Center for Dialogue and author of
Changing Nature's Course will
speak.
Patrick Welage, Professor of Philosophy, Associate Director of Mission and Ministry and one of the·
chairs of the series says, "Dr. Knitter is a strong advocate and practitioner oflnterfaith and Multi-Faith
Dialogue: His approach always includes the important practice of
active listening."
The three thematic questions
will be addressed by each speaker:
Is it necessary? Is it possible? What
is the way forward? Each session
will include a response from Fr.
Urmston and will conclude with a
question and answer from the audience.

Welage hopes people realize
that, "the commitment that a Vision of Hope is alive and well and
is here and now. It is not some futuristic utopian ideal or wishful
thinking. Rather, it is a· real practice of both Peace and Justice. And,
it allows for the position of faith to
sustain it. A vision changes and is
adaptable, and yet there is a core
belief that a 'Vision of Hope' must
embrace building a peaceful world
with a peaceful structure - the five
pillars," Welage said.
.The Peace and Justice Programs
hope that this is the'start of a longlasting tradition. They are sure that
there are many "interesting" and
"provocative" speakers out there
that they will be able to hear at the
Vision of Hope speaker series.

Take a bite into
hot dog history
Hagley Center for the History of
Science,
Business, and Technology,
Contributing Writer
an~ has done research surrounding
Whether it's New York, Chi- the various aspects of the meatcago, or any other city, people in packing industry throughout the
America lo.ve hot dogs. From history of America.
The presentation will draw from
barbeques to baseball games, hot
dogs are a fixture in the diets of Dr. Horowitz's new book, Putting
carnivorous Americans.
· Meat 011 the American Table.
Something rarely presented,
Dr. Horowitz's previous publicahowever, Is the development of . tions have focused on the social
the hot dog, and all the other sau- aspects of packinghouse work, es. sage varieties. Students will have pecially the racially boundless lathe opportunity to explore this bor struggles that appeared besubject at a presentation at 6 p.m. cause of the conditions in meatthis Wednesday in room 103 of packing plants.
His upcoming book focuses on
Albers Hall.
The history department has ar- the development of America lookranged for Dr. Roger Horowitz to · ing at the relationships of consumer
present,"'/ wish I were an Oscar preference and meat· processing,
Meyer Wiener'": Hot D_ogs and putting emphasis on the various
the Transformation of Meat in changes in technology that have
changed the meat processing in
20th Century America.
The presentation is designed America.
to relate to Dr. Karim Tiro's dass, ·
The History of the Pig in America,
which focuses on the understated
importance of the pig in the development of American culture.
Dr. Horowitz is from the
JACK CONWAY

Accepting Applications!
PAPPADEAUX

Corrections
The last issue's March
on Washington article
was written by contributing writer Mary
Coughlin and we repeatedly misspelled Ron
Slepitza's name.

COOKS- Make up to s15 per hour!
SERVERS- Make up to s125 per shift!
PM BUSSERS &DISHWASHERS
Enjoy work in a fun atmosphere with great benefits &the
opportunity grow with the Pappas family.
No experience necessary.
APPLY IN PERSON!
Monday- Friday, l l a.m. -' 6 p.m.
an_d. .Saturday, -l 2 -_ 4 p.m.
11975 Northwest Blvd., Springdale
(513) 671-4475
EOE

_come to an info meeting:
WED., OCT. 12, 6 TO 8 PM,
STUDENT CTR., HM. 330;
THURS., OCT. 13, 6 P.M.,
PUBUC.UBRARY .SHARONvILLE BRANCH

PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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Sara Rowell,
Editor
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Senate meets Mo.ndays at 3PM in GSC 214.

All arewelcorrie.

Basketballs
, SAC.meets Wednesdays ~t 3PMin GSC 214:

·•. Allarewelcome; ·
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There are now basketballs
available at the Welcome Desk in the
GSC for use on tlJe Outdoor Basketball
Courts Hn the A·lotJ. ·
AllCard required.
see Welcome Desk for details.
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GSC 24/7 ANOTHER WEEK!!
The Gallagher Student Center will be open 24

hours a day through Sunday, October 23rd.
SENATE VACANCY: AFFLYNOW!
Applicatio"ns for a vacant Student Senate position
are available in R.oom 2 JO of the Gallagher Student Center.

These applications must be completed and returned b9 Wednesda9,
October J 9. After submitting their applications, some students ma9 be called
tor an interview. This positiori is open to all Xavier s~udents, except for
first-9ear and transfer students. f)esides addressing the various concerns of the student bod9, responsibilities of a senator include coordinating a project
benefidal to student life, maintaining two office hours each week, and serving on
· one of Senate's recognized committees.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Deinocracy how?

Saturday, Sept. 24 in Washing- . which ·evaporate .before they can
ton D.C., the protest against t'1e even make a puddle.
Thirty million Americans· are
war, the continued conflict, and the
occupation in Iraq raised a multi- crippled by poverty, yet we spend
hundreds of billions of dollars in a
tude of challenging questions. A
number of Xavier students partici- war which has killed an estimated
the gas fare)
10,000 to 100,000 Iraqis.
pated in the huge anti-war march.
So why did we focus on ·Iraq
Estimates of the crowd number
staff, are starting to get the chills evranged from an absurd 10,000 to
when the threat to national secuery so often. With the rapid melting
rity was suppS~edly Osama Bin
200,000.
f·'
of the ice caps, different countries
Laden? Why~are~we so focused on
Demonstrators carried signs and
scrambling to stake territory in the
echoed chants demanding justice, Iraq when ~;.if""'':~,R.~tgenocide in
Arctic circle, and even the signifiSudan? i;
"''·'·'1;1:
peace, responsibility, and account1'.'
·'"4}
cant migration of snow crabs from
·There j&\ SQl).lll.UCff'.suffering in
ability of the government. Signs
Alaska to Russia, signs of unbalance ·
f"' We·""•"'•
ii't·
own countiy{i'so•much
suffercarried by demonstrators such as our
•
~~~:~Jr:·',i,'· , ,. "'.1.::'}, ·;u,
and eventual disaster sometimes
"Make Levees, Not War" expressed
tng in am~r pjlrts';:9~(the world.
se<em very real.
the concern of many that the gov- Why do V,t.~ih'sWP6riiqf~ating more
"Last week, an alumni expressed
ernment seems much less able to sufferingillt a cSbntry)\',i/hich seems
concerns of having noticed footrespond to domestic disasters while to be in'.~fi~~~?~ffii~J:?1
prints of 'otherworldly' origins in his
so many resourc~s are being used
The~~f~~~;o/:,e,l!;§uP,'p\)lted theobackyard," the leading board memries thai:th'C':nfoliva1ioh citthe Bush
in Iraq. Yet such sentime!ltS lead
~v~~ tJS,t<1:
~·~·
?·\It;:;·
::.t
ber continued.
.to larger questi0ns we must ask.
admin~,s.Jr.aJ:.1.:·onJI:iin'
· e:q.t. oil and
·§!:Ji i;\...;t.>t
.
''And a student's parent emailed
Why are we spending hunqreds c.orpo~t~~~~ ~a1~e
';~t f~rgetus yesterday swearing to have seen
of billions of dollars on purporttmg 0
nt 'a~mmute,
'
.
·~~i>"'l
Ashlee Simpson on SNL," he read off
let's
on agafn ..
edly bringing democ~acy to Iraq
in a rising inflection.
when our own democracy is clearly
.; . 05ulld1~n
Iraq?
··!¥.~
>i>;~;••
''They even went so far as to say
··
· 'nment
flawed?
that she was good."
Economic inequality is so drasUndoubtedly, this of all the statet~c in our country, but people refuse
mentS thus far, left the writer in questo realize this. According to a study
tion genuinely perplexed and worby Edward N. Wolff, in 2001 the
ried.
40 percent of the U.S. population
You can cut the tension here in
which earned the lowest incomes
the Publications House with a knife.
held collectively only 0.3 percent
But we disallowed those after one
of the net worth while the top 20
too many unfortunate incidents in"
percent held 84.4 percent of the net
valving "ninjitsu demonstrations.''
worth of the country.
Some let the concerns of pho~ey
How then can there be equal
people, events, and articles rattle
representation when the· minority
them into a fearful fit. Others discern
holds most of the wealth and most
the facts from fictional and outra~
· of the power? The Associated Press
geous claims and shrug it off.
reported on August 30, 2005 that
But most agree that a sense of
12.7 percent of the population
humor is needed to get the point: to
(31.l million people) were living
see that fact and fiction intertwine.
below the poverty level in 2004. ,
Despite this, the staff at the
The U.S. Department of Health
Newswire would like to let its read-'
and Human Services puts the pov
ers know that we have no concrete
erty line at $19,350 for a hous
idea when the world will end. In all
hold of four members. How ma
truth, we are unsure of the direction
people reading this column can
in which the world is heading toimagine their family living on only
·
wards day-to-day.
$20,000 a year? Clearly, the
But amidst this uncertainty, the
"trickle-down" paradigm is accuNewswire encourages its readers to
rate only if we imagine a large bakeep a critical and sensible eye on
sin with a crack leaking drops
the ever-changing landscape of this
day and age.

Straight to hell
(and paying
A few weeks ago, one of our editors in a staff editorial wrote that the
world is not coming to an end. He is
currently being reviewed by an
elected b~ard of the Newswire staff.
Apparently, some of the
Newswire's loyal readers wrote in
expressing their grievances and rising suspicions of both the article and
its writer.
"How can you publish that in your
newspaper," one letter began, "when
the arctic ice caps are disappearing
faster than gas is rising?" Later on in
the letter, its writer remarked that, "the
world is going straight to hell and
paying for the gas fare."
The Newswire has been flooded
by similar letters claiming that signs
of the world's end are popping up
left and right.
Pressed to explain the bold asser'.
tions made in the suspect article, its
writer was left speechless, throwing
his hands up in response.
One letter reproduced by the
Newswire staff read, "Many of my
friends concerned about environmental issues are starting to lose hop.e.
They're not even buying organic
food anymore."
Following the citing of various
statements from this letter, .the staff
board laid heavier pressure on the
Newswire writer, recalling a recent
attack of tomato "bombings" on the
campus news building.
''And they weren't organic tomatoes," the leading board member fervently highlighted.
Consequently, letters of this paranoid nature have begun to affect the
atmosphere at the Newswire.
''After hearing about the 20,000
dead in Pakistan's earthquake, and
those affected by the mudslide in
Guatemala, I'm really starting to get
the chills:' one staff member related.
And honestly, we, the Newswire
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DOWNING SCHOLARSHIP
for business students
Dear-Doc,
My roommate gave. me one of.her Ritalin pills
she takes for· ADD; I Stu.died .extremely we![ that
night and got a gl'.eat grade on the test' the
following day•. 1 haven't gotten that type of.
grai;le for years. Is it OK to take my friends's
·medicine off and.on? Do I need ADD treatment?
.
·
Signed;
Wondering

•
•
•

ANN TASSONE

Advertising Sales
SARAH DAIGNEALT

Contributing Writer;
RY AN KILBANE

ANDREW CRAGO

JACK CONWAY

LINDSAY SLOCUM

MARY COUGHLIN

Online Editor
KEVIN BATIERBERRY
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Parkway. Cincinnati. OH 45207-2129.
Thc staff cditorial is wriucn by adifforentstaffmomher each week and does not necessarily renect thc sen·
tiinents of the entire staff. It is ulso not the sole rcsponsibitity of the Opinions and Edilorials editor to write ii.
Thcslalemenis and opinions of The Xavier New>wire
are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty or
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a columnist do not necessarily reflect those of editors or

our own part in injustice as citizens and as consumers.
The most pointed sign read:
"Fool America once, ·shame on
Bush; fool America again, again,
again, and again, shame. on
America." While this sign assumed
the deliberate attempt of the Bush
administration to follow an agenda
behind the scenes, it has an important meaning even without the controversial precedent.
Americans are an oppressed
people. We are oppressed by our
own ignorance. Even the most
politically savvy of us only concentrate our attention on the debates presented to us by the popular media.
We refuse to consider that there
are broader issues than how our
bipartisan "dell}.ocracy" can ad.dress seemingly isolated issues and
events. I question the reality of
democracy in this country because,
in fact, the ·people do not rule.
We are satisfied with the illusion of participation in which some
of us vote ev~ry four years between
two candidates given to us by corporate lobbyists and then we allow
ou·rselves to be entertained by the
drama which these officials play
out for us.
We only ask: What should we
think about the issues and what
will this government do? We do
not ask: What should we, as citizens, do about them? We never ask
(though we must) whether the is~
sues presented in the media are
those which are most important in
our world, those most important for
our neighbor, those most important
for us.
What is most important for you?
What is most important for us?
What is most imp9rtant for our
hildren ... and their children ... and
ur only home, the earth ... and the
species with whom we share this
home ... ?

general staff.
Subscription rates arc $30 per year ur $IS per scmcster within the USA and arc prorated. Subscription
Inquiries should hi: directed to Bryon Lonon. 513-7453067.
Adverlislng Inquiries shnuld be directed to Rachel
Fischer. Advenising Manager, S13-745-3561.
One copy of The Xavier New.1wire. distributed on
cumpus, is free per person per week. Additional copies
arc 25 cents.
Xavier Univcrsicy is an academic community committcd to equal opportunity for all p:rsons:.

Dear Wondering,
Ritalin is a stimulant and could help many Of us
perform·certafo activities)etter.. Howeve:r, Ritalin;
· Adderall and most other ADD medications are
. controHed substances with high abuse potentiaL
When you .give someone else your prescrihed .
medication, you technically break the iaw; but ~ore
importantly you are responsible for ;my advers.e ·.
·reactions (blood pressure and heart .effects, etc;);
People with. histories of alcohol or drug abuse may .
become dependent on it You should see a counse- ·
lor and Learning Assistance Program to explore if
you indeed have ADD.I'd encourage you not to get
in the habit of taking others' prescription· drugs.,

Receive a scholarship of $2000 per
semester for up to 3 semesters
Work on academic research with a
business professor
Team up with a faculty member and
business mentor

Eligibility
•
•
•
•

Business Student
Junior Status (55+ hours)
Must have 3 sem.esters remaining at
Xavier University
Good Academic Standing (2.000 GPA or
better)
·

Student Application Deadlin-e is
Monday, November 7 at 5:00 p.m.
For more information, contact:
Ms; Cindy Stockwell or Ms. Nancy Mazza
(HAI, znd Floor. Tel: 745-3131)

Questions answered by James·P. Konenna11, M.D; XU .
Graduate and Medical Director at Health and Counseiing Center.
Questions may be submitted via email to Newswire or dropped in ~------...,-------------------1
tile Doc Talk box at Heal!h and Counseling Cef!ter. .
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Brian's Song

THE

'Overcoming· withdrawal'

MONOLOGUE

· I have to hand it to the St. Louis
especially from the palms of the hands Rams; they understand the tenn irony.
or the face, nausea, vomiting, insom- Until Sept. 29, the Rams were the only
nia, rapid heart rate, dilated pupils, ab- team in the NFL with an unsigned draft
normal bowel movements, tremors, in- pick. Who was the player? Richie
voluntary movements of the eyelids, Incognito. In a related story, Incognito
delirium, agitation, convulsions, un- was fined by Rams coach Mike Martz
controllable
flatulence, or blackouts. for skipping practice. Incognito
BRIAN BOWSHER
I've
probably
suffered from about 80 claimed to be there, he just went
Sports Editor
percent
of
the
above,
so now you know, unnoticed ... While watching game
Yeah, I know most of you hosers ·
you're
not
alone.
don't care, butguess what? Idon'tcare
one of the Yankees-Angels series, I
The only reasonable cure, as I see it, , heard a commercial for a herpes medithat you don't care. Hockey is back,
is to establish a weekly support group cation which stated that "Living with
and I'm going to write about it. Live
to chip in to get the NHL Center Ice genital herpes can be quite a hassle."
with it.
package, and meet on a regularly sched- Granted, it was on at about 11 p.m. on
Over the past year, it has been in
uled basis. There, we can gather to talk a school night, but I'm sure there were
vogue for the mainstream (a.k.a. nonold-tyme
hockey, share stories about more than a few kids still awake who
Canadian) media to bash the NHL and
the
greats
like
Eddie Shore, Toe Blake, were asking their parents some awkthe game of hockey, but rest assured
and
the
Hanson
brothers, and maybe ward questions. And what does this
dearest readers, hockey has a friend in
even
watch
Miracle
a few doz.en times. say about MLB 's target demographics
the Newswire.
Only
through
the
support
of fellow ad- anyway? SportS fans, one; families,
PHOTO
COURTESY
NEWS.YAHOO.COM
I'll behonest,lastyearwas.hell. The
Buffalo's
Andrew
Peters
(76)
lays
a
right
into
Brian
McGratton.
_
dicts
is
there
any
chance
of
survival.
only thing keeping me from bashing
two; and nymphomaniacs, three. Yeah,
Maybe,
someday,
I
will
grow
to love sounds right to me. But I think we're
my head into the wall after 12 con- The quesadillas were a staple feature media to announce that the league was
secutive NBA highlights and the lat- of Xavier University in my first two back on the 2005-06 season. I had Subway or the soon-to-be-opened ignoring the biggest issue here: "HerestPhil/Kobe/Shaq drama-fest was the years here, ranking right up there with done it. I had spent one torturous sea- pizza/calzone joint as much as I did pes can be quite a hassle." A hassle?
pithy 30 seconds of NHL highlights men's basketball, small class sizes, and son on the brink of.insanity, but now,. Scoops and Scones, but I doubt it There To me, the word hassle implies a small,
Sportscenter would show in a given grumpy cafet~pa ~~rke,rs. They ~ere finally, all was right with the world. was something about the quesadillas petty inconvenience. Flossing is a
hour. Without even that meager es- gocicl'for fulj m¢al;'bryo~ c.qul~ s{lyd'c. That is, until I arrived back on campus. that just cannot be duplicated.
hassle. Airport security is a hassle.
cape, I was left searching for a repla~ ' ,a sli~~ ~d hav~~~ ~,~nackfater. ~a: ." "· T,he hockey gods.sure can be cruel,
Dealing with three guys from Califorment sanctuary~ anything that could ' bealuseyoucouldc~oo~betw~nthe ,,,and no one knew this better than me.
nia asking to use your shower is a
shield me from talk ofLiitrell Sprewell~s . :, flour,; wheati.:tc)iij~;~:and.,gli~ciWiole ):);After all, I survived the "No Goal" in
hassle. Painful, itchy, puss-oozing red
starving family and fill the emptine8s ;,'totill)~;a),iH¥j~¢1'~t.,WYj;'fim~~s;~},~u ·:1:: t~e third overtime of game 6 of the
welts bursting through the skin of my
thattheabsenceof'TheCoolestGame r:;w~@:)here:~as;e~,!?.ug~'i>f~1Y'anfu' ~,) 1999 Stanley Cup finals and then.the
genitals is a slightly more significant
on &uth" had left gaping within m~;1 tci/}iliJf..6'ih~w§~l{at $,;:&~~~knJ.,~~n~ 1\/4·.'~hantom Goal" in the Eastern Controuble. But that's me. For someone
1tried to fill the void by following a<' ::~rL
niQltiple
tiiiies[ajweek.
fo;t;~>' ,,;oi;;. '~:ference quarter finals ~e following
else,
say, a student at Bowling Green, it
·
,l~:-; ";i',,·~;:
:'iP' 1T1::. ·-··
;-'r.i°-·t·,,lr'l
)J.
1 1i;.~·
number of sports inc.luding.c~r~~nw' .. ,, 1m'.!all·;~ri°t~~n~~lh~,i:lo~'.~i;~,,,, '' ·~1 ~~1 N~bodyknowsthehocke~heartmight not be that big of a pain in the
(Canada's second national pastiiile)J ,_,could have tmade,\"1tAhr
l5teak.sl veseen. (Foreshadowmgofa
butt.. .I'm not sure if this can be con1
cricket (So~~ As.ia's versi~n of~~~~ ~:ti~~~yl~~,.,~~;~f .• ri'Im~ ·
.t~~e column. Stay tuned!)
·
sidered a sport or not (the boundaries
ball), and Jru alru (the ~n:1ent b1¥1~.i T:~~f5'~: 1~9st
e:WY._lAndso,astheghostofHerbBrooks
of what is termed recreational hunting
sport toned down for genatlic gamblers ··'.)S,~~:· , . 'i·''"
.n/}" giveth, the ghost ofHerl> Brooks taketh
only stretch so far), but I can't let this
in Florida), but nothing I read in Ob~"'~, 1 ,of~:;h.RC.~eYXV/i. .
~ :~~Sf>ld:/hway, and quesadillas are no longer
go unmenti_oned. Driving back to camscure Sports Quarterly could ease the sw~('l'h'iid'i!~§,~~l'.~~upfev~t,Jmd' .. , .~7rved in the Gallagher Center food
pus from North Carolina, I heard a ra1
pains of withdrawal.
the otlly·0pre~ffi ptipn'"Wii's more ' 'court. In this pitiless twist of irony, the
dio commercial advertising bear traps.
There was only one thing that quesadilla.
"•\:,.I"'"' ,
tables have turned, and it is now up to
No,' seriously, bear traps. Feel free to
helped me through it: chickei;t
On July 10, 2005, NHL Commis- hockey to get me through this catasinsert your own Western Carolina joke
PHOTO COURTESY LOWCARBLUXURY.COM
quesadillas from Scoops and Scones. sioner Gary Bettman officially met the trophe.
here,
since any punch line my own
You can only imagine my horror
Surely, I can't be the only one feelwould
only taint the brilliance of the
when I learned that there would
ing the hurt from the removal of the
commercial
itself: Bear traps? Is there
be no more quesadillas at GSC.
delicious Mexican treat. If you have
an outbreak of grizzlies that I'm not
But at least I can say I have hockey
been experiencing any of the followaware of? They must be migrating
ing symptoms, it might just be a result back. So, with that in mind, I'm feeling southeast from Memphis. My oiily reThe greatest part about the NFL is that on any given Sunday, any team can of quesadilla withdrawal: feelings of a little depressed, irritable, and emo- gret is that I didn't catch enough of the
win. The worst part about the NFL, if you 're in a pick 'em league anyway, is that jumpiness or nervousness, anxiety, ir- tionally volatile right now, so I think ad in order to buy myself one of "the
any team can win. The parity of today's NFL has made it next to impossible to ritability, emotional volatility, impo- I'll check out www.cbc.ca to see if the finest bear traps in Ashville."
tence, depression, fatigue, difficulty newest edition of Don Cherry's
pick the winners with any consistency.
My problem, however, isn't that I have no idea who's going to win.· It's that I thinking clearly, bad dreams, head- "Coach's Comer" is up yet. For your
- Brian Bowsher
feel strongly that a certain team will win, and then that team proceeds to lose by aches- general pr pulsating, sweating- sanity, I suggest you do the same.
three touchdowns (see Philadelphia, week five). While I realize that my NFL
forecasting abilities are less than superb, I still have to believe that they are better
than a clueless 50-50 guess.
To put that theory to the test, I have put my "talents" up against the most
unbiased football prognosticator known to man: an ordinary quarter. As you can
TM: Are you kidding? Sesame Street or Big Bird?
see below, I made my picks for each of the 14 games this week, and then flipped
was way cooler than boring old Mr.
a coin (heads= home, tails= visitor) to get the other picks. It's fun, try it yourself!
Rogers.
Themuppetsareprobablymy TM: Again, the muppets, best thing
Surely the acclaimed sports guru of the Newswire has more football knowledge
favoritechildhoodmemory.
Plus,Jim ever! Ofcourse,BigBirdwouldbody
than an inanimate disc of copper and nickel. .. right?
Henson's mug-IS1ii'elllik'.e:WayC\501~18ffitBmife~mttreJ~
than some bon
•
They're so cool
multiple major mov1
larious. Barney is
was the last time yous
;nosaur, too. Purple?
Tony Matheus
The Movie"? Grover~
! What kind of tough
Sophomore/
Cross
CoUntry
'
Grouch
...
how
can
you
n
le? Round one knockPittsburgh vs. Jacksonville
Jacksonville
Jacksonville
guys?
Chicago vs. Minnesota
Minnesota
Chicago
The Newswire: What is your favorite
Tampa Bay vs. Miami
Tampa Bay
Tampa Bay
breakfast cereal?
TN: If you could drive
ur favorite ice-cream?
Dallas vs. New York Giants
Dallas
New York
Tony
Matheus:
Definitely
Cinnawhat
would
it
be?
tween Phish Food,
Baltimore vs. Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland
mon
Toast
Crunch.
It's
the
taste
Chunky Monkey
Detroit vs. Carolina
Carolina .
Carolina
you
call
see,
man!
And
you
can
usel'mway
Tennessee vs. Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Tennessee
tell
it's
everyone
else's
favorite,
sunroof,
satel
·
n
bands,
and
Kansas City vs. Washington
Kansas City.
Washington
too,
because
it
always
runs
out
the
matic
optio
lthi~l~~M:m.
~~Juslli\'J-lain
good.
Orfeiins vs. Atlanta
Atlanta
New Orleans
quickest in the cafe.
awesome, and it's such a nice luxury
Buffalo vs. New York Jets .
Buffalo
New York
car.
-Diana Barran
Denvei: vs. New England
New England
Denver
TN;
What
TV
show
was
better
when
Oakland vs. San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
To nominate someone for Muskie of
growing up: Sesame Street or Mr. TN: Who would you bet on to win in
Seattle vs. Houston
Seattle
Seattle
the Week, email Diana at newswireRogers?
a boxing match: Barney the Dinosaur
Indianapolis vs. St. Louis
Indianapolis
· Indianapolis
sports@xavier.edu

for

a

/>

1·.

1:;·
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Man vs. Metal

Muskie of the Week
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Brian Bowsher, Editor
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newswire-sports@x~vier.ectu

·Women's tennis
·scores singles wins
The Xavier University women's
tennis team turned in a strong showing at the Miami Invitational on Saturday and Sunday as the Musketeers
recorded a 18-6 mark in singles action and an 8-4 record in doubles
play for a combined record of26-10
(.722) for the two-day event. Annie
Diedalis, Jeanette Feider and Sarah
Potts each went 3-0 in their respective singles this weekend.
Although no team scorers were
kept, Xl! posted winning records
against five of the seven teams competing at Miami (3~0 vs. Austin Peay,
5-1 vs. Cincinnati, 4-0 vs. Dayton,
1-4 vs. Indiana State, 4-4 vs. Miami,
3-0 vs. Morehead State and 6-1 vs.
Wright State).

Women's volleyball
stumbles at home
In a thrilling five-game match,
Xavier suffered its first Atlantic 10
loss to Dayton on Friday night at the
Cintas Center. The Flyers took the
match with scores of 22-30, 32-30,
25-30, 30-15 and 7-15. XU falls to
12-6 on the seasori and drops into a
tie with UD at 4-1 in Atlantic 10 play,
while Dayton improves to 10-9 on
theyear. . .
The Musketeers had three players in double digit kills and four
players with double digit digs on the
evening. Duchek led the way with
15 kills· and seven digs, while
Bjorklund was next in line with 13
kills, eight blocks and five digs on
the night. Skrajewski recorded her
sixth double-double of the year as
the junior ended with 12 kills and
14 digs. Defensively, ~rightwell
ended the night with a team-high 21
digs and was followed by Welsh with
20 and Horvath with 19. XU was
just one dig shy ofnotching 100 digs
on the match.

Mike Dunn named
Assistant AD
Athletic' Director Dawn Rogers
announced ori Monday that Mike
Dunn, who is in his eighth year at
Xavier University, has been promoted to Associate Athletic Director
for Marketing. Dunn replaces Greg
Amodio, who is now the Athletic
Director at fellow Atlantic 10 Conference member Duquesne.
''This is a critical position for the
success of our department," said
Rogers; "Mike has a proven track
record. During our search it became
clear he is the best choice for this
position."
Dunn's primary role in his new
position is directing the corpora.te
partner programs, premium seat, season and group ticket sales strategies,
advertising campaign and game operations for Xavier athletics.
"I am excited and look forward
to continue to work with a talented
group of colleagues to move the
mission of the department ahead,"
saidDunn. ·
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Men's soccer kicks At a glance: A-10
.victory over.GW Confere nee standings
RYAN KILBANE

Men's Soccer

Contributi11g Sportswriter

The last time the Xavier men's soccer team beat George Washington,
Bill Clinton was President of the
United States. The date was Oct. 24,
1997, and that date can officially be
filed away, as the Musketeers defeated the Colonials 2-1 on Sunday
afternoon.
The defending Atlantic 10
champs scored first in the 23rd
minute, when anArutro Pedroso corner kick was headed past the inside
post by Abimbola Pedro for a 1-0
lead.
Xavier was unable to convert on
any scoring opportunities until the
82nd minute.
PHOTO COURTESY GOXAVIER.COM
Junior Matt Kmetz's comer kick
Junior
Liam
Curran recorded
found the head of sophomore Jon
tffree
saves
en
route to the·2-1
Enders to even the Bcore at one.
win
over
George
Washington.
Just seven minutes later, sophomore Matt Soldano controlled a
Xavier out shot the Colonials 20loose ball outside the box and 13 and held an edge on shots on goal
chipped it toward junior Toni of5-4.
Skudrzik, whose header was· deEarlier on Friday evening, the
fleeted by GW goalkeeper Greg Yahr Musketeers rallied to tie LaSalle in
to Enders. Enders finished it for the the Atlantic 10 opener for both
teams.
go-ahead goal.
The goals were Enders'
Senior forward Danny
Hamzah scored on a dethird and fourth goals of
the season. He leads the
fleeted shot taken by
team in scoring.
sophomore
Jimmy
"We played really well
Cummings from eight
yards out. The goal was
against a very hard, physical team," said head coach
thefirstofHamzah'scareer.
Dave Schurek. ''The team
"It was terrific to see
reaHy battled and they
Jon Enders
Danny Hamzah find the
were confident a goal was coming. net," said Schurek. "Not only did he
When it did, the next one wasn't too deserve it, but it really gave our guys
far behind. Jon Enders is a fighter a shot of energy and confidence."
and seems to get himself into the
The Muskies improve~ their
right places. It paid off big time to- overall record 2-7-2. They are 1-0-1
day."
in conference play.
Junior keeper Liam Curran was
Xavier is back in action this weeksensational in goal with three saves. end at Charlotte and Richmond.

Duquesne
Saint Louis
Rhode Island
Fordham
LaSalle
Xavier
Charlotte
Dayton
St. Bonaventure
Richmond
Massachusetts
G. Washington
St. Joseph's
Temple

w: '

-I'~

. goal~~eper Lindsey
s earned her second career
't, whil_e}re"f'ording nine saves.
'1J!!*'
,.:N=Xavier Sports Information
contributed to this report

Overall
WLT
8 2 0
5 4 1
5 5 1
7 1 3
4 5 3
2 7 2
4 6 0
6 4 1
2 7 2
4 4 3
4 7 0
3 5 2
1 7 1
2 9 0
(as of 10-13)

Women's Soccer
Conference
WLT
Saint Louis
5 0 0
Rhode Island
3 0 0
·4 1 0
Dayton
4 1 0
Duquesne
2 1 0
Massachusetts
2 1 2
Xavier
Charlqtte
2 2 0
2 2 0
Richmond
St. Joseph's
1 2 1
G. Washington
1 2 0
LaSalle
0 2 1
:Fordham
0 4 0
St. Bonaventure 0 4 0
Temple
0 4 0

Women shutout Colonials
The Xavier University women's of the net The score was set up by
soccer team won 2-0 over Atlantic passes from seniors Molly Finnerty
10 Conference rival Geor~~}X¥h..:;;. :•v.al!~§.~awn Reynolds, who both
ington in a Sunday n:i;9Jriirig match''-'":>..e~~:as$j~~ on the play. Xavier
in Washington, P.~~;i!l'Xavier scored . "'.<~.....,.,.,,,,,..... ra~e.goal three minutes
two goals in theirflrst 17 minutes of:A
oal frilm senior Angie
-"'f5~·
'.6'" ·3. off'a\ pass and asaction and hetri
m·
entire mate .,.
man Sara·Doutt.
..·.The
as no\"'scor~ a goal in
91ght match
fact, she
'Ored 11 poin
ose four
, s, including
oals and
~sts. She
·red (17~.

Conference
WL T
2 0 0
2 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
.1 1 0
1 1 0
1 1 0
0 1 1
0 1 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0

Overall
WLT
10 3 0
7 4 1
8 3 2
9 2 1
5 6 1
6 5· 2
6 7 0
4 7 2
5 7 2
4 7 0
3 8 2
6 7 0
1 11 0
1 11 0
(as of 10-11)

Women's Volleyball
East
Temple
Charlotte
Fordham
G. Washington
LaSalle

Conference
WL Pct.
6 1 .857
4 2 .667
2 3 .400
1 5 .167
0. 7 .000

West
Dayton
Xavier
Duquesne
Saint Louis
Rhode Island

4
4
3
3
1

1
1
2
2
4

.800
.800
;600
.60ff
.200

Overall
Pct.
13 8 .619
10 11 .476
13 8 .619
7 12 .368
7 13 .350

w L

10 9 .526
12 6 .667
11 7 .611
9 10 .474
6 12 .333
(as of 10-10)

Seven Day Sportscast
at Charlotte
Charlotte, N.C.
6:30 p.m.

at Richmond
Richmond, Va.
I p.m.

Charlotte
IXU Soccer Complex
7 p.m.

Richmond
lx:U Soccer Comple~
I p.m.

Saint Louis
Cintas Center
7 p.m.

Duquesne
Cintas Center
4 p.m.

·-· ..
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Andrew Crago, Editor
Diversions Desk: 745-2878
newswire-diversions@xavier.edu

BSA turns 35!

Originally founded by a professor at Cincinnati College in 1842,
Cincinnati doesn't exactly of- the Cincinnati Observatory is rich in
fer the best views of Orion and history. Although he was 77 at the
Pisces with the naked eye, consid- time and in poor health, former
ering the light pollution pouring President John Quincy Ad!:lmS travout of downtown, but the city does eled to Mount Ida in Cincinnati to
offer a fantastic alternative to ob- lay the cornerstone of the Observaserve the constellations - the tory. The dedication was his final
Cincinnati Observatory Center. speech. To commemorate the event,
The Center offers programs open Mount Ida was renamed Mount
to the public every week. · ·
Adams.
In 1871, the University of Cincinnati took
over the Observatory,
and began moving the
Observatory to its new
location in Mount Lookout.
The original cornerstone became a part of
the new building, completed in 1.873.
In 1979, the Observatory formally became a
part of the Physics Department of the University of Cincinnati, and on
May 17, 1998, the Cincinnati Observatory
Center officially became
a National History Lanqmark.
The present Cincin- ·
nati Observatory Center
was formed in 1997. In
March of 1999, the UniThe Observatory has probably the oldest
versity of Cincinnati
continually used telescope in the world.
granted a lease to the

Tl}is week, the Black Student
Association will be celebrati'ng its
35th anniversary.· A celebration
meeting will be held at 7 p.m. this
Wednesday in Kelley Auditorium.
Sign up in the Multicultural Affairs office on the second floor of
the GSC to participate in Jeopardy! Winners receive $50 gift
certificates to Kenwood Mall. The
celebration will continue all week
long with Black Art Day from 2
p.m. to 6 p.m. in the GSC, and the
"No Talent" Show from 7 p.m. to
9 p.m in Kelley Auditorium.

Asst. Diversions Editor

Classical guitar

Cincinnati Observatory Center. FinaBy, in the fall of 1999, the Cincinnati Observatory Center became
a private, not-for-profit organization.
Beginning November 5, the Observatory will be presenting
"Marsapalooza: The Return of the
Red Planet." The Observatory will
be open to the public every night
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
There .will be nightly clas:;es
about Mars, tours of the historic
buildings, and telescope viewings
for only $4 a person. Registration
is required for the classes, but telescope viewings are offered on a
drop-in basis.
The Observatory offers free lectures and telescope viewings on
most Thursday evenings. It is also

open on most Friday and Saturday
nights for public stargazing for just
$5 a person.
Thinking of becoming an astronomer yourself?
FOTO
(Friends of the Observatory) is a
support group and amateur astronomy club attached to the Observatory that meets the first
Thursday of every month at 7:30
p.m. at the Observatory.
FOTO members enjoy monthly
astronomical presentations, special
observational sessions at the Observatory, loaner telescopes, astrophotography workshops, and stargazing trips.
For class registration and more
information on upcoming events,
call
321-5186
or
visit
www.cincinnatiobservatory.org.

Dave goes to the movies
He just goes to make sure he still hates everything he sees

The Greatest Game
Ever Played
What a brilliant idea! Make a
movie about.a golf game that no-

body has ever heard of!
The premise is fantastic: a young
scrapper takes on the seasoned pro.
Throw in a smarmy love interest,
and this movie basically writes itself.
Do I smell Academy Award? Oh,
wait, my sarcastic tone is not translating well to text. Let me save you
IO bucks. This one is going to be a
real stinkeroo.
It's hard to believe that renowned
filmographer Bill Paxton can be involved with this after the wildly successful "Club Dread." What a tool.

Cincinnati Country Club

Flightplan
This one was a real gutwrencher. Superb acting by Jodie
Foster enhances the already stellar plot line.
Foster plays a young woman
who is flying home to America
from Berlin. One thing leads to .
another and she finds herself in a
panic searching for her daughter
who may or may not have existed.
To spoil the twist ending, I will
tell you that it turns out her that
paranoia is actually the result of a
~~'f.'.~ ~;~:~!~~~'..::I!·<~~.
;LlllO.:ll\1"

I'll'."•
~lil
1011;-t

~u:r.11

Now accepting applications for
part-time evening employm.ent.
Must be proficient with
Microsoft Office programs.
Fax resume to.533-5232.

Ml!Cll>L~'"lihi.,.rAll

....
·~)'J;

-~ -i.n ~ll!U

S•I i("I JI

Jm8=1~'"

psychedelic flashback. As it turns
out, she had spent the last ten years
of her life as a drugged-out prostitute in Amsterdam's red light district after a study abroad trip with
a small midwestern Jesuit university.
·The only thing stranger than
that is that at the end, the flight
crew finds the fossilized remains
of a mummy in her carry-on luggage, thus leaving an open ending
for a sequel such as "Flightplan 2:
Come to Mummy," starring
Brendan Frazier.

live.Wires

~1r~'i:>l..n c:-U'.isl a.

There will be a showing of"Mr.
and Mrs. Smith," featuring Brad
Pitt and Angelina Jolie, at 9 p.m.
this Saturday in Kelley Auditorium. Chipotle will be served beginning at 8:30 p.m. Come decide for yourself whether the
chemistry is real, or if it is just
Oscar-worthy acting.

"Shocktober"
Cincinnati Museum Center at
Union Terminal will be presenting "Shocktober" now through
October 31. Eccentric musuem
curator Jospeh Dorfeuille's spirit
guides guests through strange and
creepy exhibits. For friendly
hours, frightening hours, and admission prices, call 287-7000 or
visit www.cincymuseum.prg.

PIG OUT!
STYUKA, Weekenders, and
Services will pres~nt
PIG OUT from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
this Friday outside ofGSC. Come
enjoy free food from Montgomery Inn, Skyline Chili, LaRosa's,
and Graeter's Ice Cream.
~ommuter

~:1;

V~ll"li

••110 -.....'II U!lll 1! Jl'tll
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Wednesday, October 12

Friday, October 14

Metric

@ Southgate House

Meet the Smiths

;•~·~ .. r-'t·~ :":-:~. "'
!~ill i:Jlt:il~ ~l~'i•flllll•:

.Grand Buffet

·

·1f'M.

The Xavier Classical Guitar
Series kicks off its year with a
concert by Carlos Perez. He will
perform at 2:30 p.m. on Saturday
in the Gallagher Center Theater.

u~•ll'fll

@Top Cat's

Friday, October 14

Tuesday, October 18

Dillenger Escape Plan

Lotus

@U.S. Bank Arena

@Viper Room

· Poetry in the Villa
The Honors Council will be
presenting "Night of Poetic Enchantment," a poetic open mic
night, at 8 p.m. this Thursday in
the Honors Villa. Hors d' oeuvres,
soda, wine, and beer will be provided.

CALENDAR AND CLASSIFIEDS
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October 17

October 12
Finally, the formative first; feelings of familiar and festive fall
fun. I just love f's! I wish I could
think of the perfect f-verb to describe my enthusiasm for being
back at school. Hmm ...
Maybe the modern languages
coffee hour at 3:30 p.m. on the
10th floor of Schott will cheer me
up. If not, be careful, because that
.means I'll be wired on caffeine
and bitter at the world ... a lethal
combination.
Besides, I should be allowed
to be angry at the world today
becau'se it's International Mo·
ment of Frustration Scream Day.
Therefore, you h.ave the permission of the international community to run around screaming. I
suggest you take them up on that.
I know I will.
I wonder how extremely upset someone would have to be to
petition to have an international
holiday of frustrated screaming.
How could you even calm your~
self down enough to think levelheaded about a positive way of
channeling your feelings?
Maybe they're just angry because today is the beginning of
Yorn Kippur and your Bubbe
made her delicious kreploch soup
knowing you can't eat it until sundown! That's the worst.

.
By Briana Hansen. To place an item in the calendar, send mail to newswire-calendar@xavier.edu

THURSDAY

SATUR[)AY

October 13

October 15

Happy birthday, United State.s
Navy! To celebrate, I suggest we embrace every last uniformed, strong,
healthy, tan, good-looking midship~
man. It's going to be difficult, but
this is something I want us to do for
our country.
At 4 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium,
there will be an International Studies and Exchange program focusing
on Danish schools. I hope they serve
danishes because those are delicious.
Plus, we can discuss whether SPF 90
or 110 is really more effective for
keeping our faces extra pale.

. In case you're hankerin' for what
you city folks call "singin,"' you
should get up on yo' horse and head
over to a voice recital in Edgecliff
Hall room 101 at 7:30 p.m.
Afterwards, y'all can get ya goin'
across the way to Kelley Auditorium at 9 p.m. for free 'Chipotle and
showin' of that there movie, "Mr.
and Mrs. Smith." I gots to tell you
that Angelina Jolie is easily the
purdiest bass I've ever seen west of
the Mississippi, and I'm an experienced fisherman, y'all.

FRl'.DAY .
October 14
Tonight is quite the eventful night
on Xavier's campus. Follow the
schedule I'm going to set out for you
and I promise it will be the greatest
night of this lifetime and the next.
First, put on your snazziest suit
and head over to the Gallagher Student Center room 330 for an Interview workshop at 1:30 p.m .

Oh jelly danishes, why do you
bring me so much joy?
Next, tear off your snazzy suit
and throw on your moo-moo and
bib because you 're going to the
annual Pig Out at 7 p.m. on the
greenspace.
Eat until your. stomach hurts,
then immediately go play kickball
to benefit Kids Cafe. You'll firid
the games some~here on ,the
greenspace.
Then, you must head over to the
"No" Talent Show in Kelley Auditorium, which began at 7 p.m. You'll
be a little late, but you can still enjoy the Black Student Union sponsored event.
Finaly, cal your old pa Ralph
Lauren and tell him happy birthday. Then, you should ask for a
million dollars.
Lather, Rinse, Repeat.

October 16
Is there anything better than a
large manjamming to a jazz flute in
the middle of a crowded bar while
dancing on tables and blowing fire
out of the end of his flute?
Probably not. Nevertheless, the
Xavier Jazz Ensemble will be
putting on a great show in Edgecliff
Hall room 101 at 7 p.m. Maybe
they'll walk on glass, maybe not.

I wish I could have a soundtrack
to go along with this article. Oh,
well. I'll pretend like I do. Today's
song is the Darth Vadei: th.eme because your midterm grades will be
available on th~ Internet at 12 a.m.
today..
The next song is "Home on the
Range" in.honor of Howard Lynn,
the ex-cattle ranger turned vegetarian who will be speaking in Kelley
Auditorium at 7 p.m~
, Our final song choice, Trick
Daddy's masterpeice, "Shut Up:' is
a tribute to birthday boy Nick Cannon who turns 25 today. So Nick,
dear, your "Drumline" popularity
is wearing thin. Really, "Shut Up."
You're wildin' me out.

TUESDAY
October 18
I' 11 have all you Nick Cannon
fans know that if you want to beat
me up, that's fine. Just be aware
that I have a very powerful bodyguard who happens to go by the
name of Jean-Claude Van Damme.
I would suggest that you not try
to beat me up today because it happens to be his 45th birthday. To·
morrow, perhaps. Van Damme
never works on Wednesdays. You
know how fickle those fake celebrity bodyguards can be.

.-.11111111------------------Help Wanted
Are you interested in a part-time
or seasonal (September-December)
Retail Sales position? Cincinnati
Bell is looking for enthusiastic and
outgoing sales people to join the
Retail Team. In this role, you sell
wireless phones and other Cincinnati Bell products and services. Parttime people in this position currently·
·average about $20,000/year! Interested persons should contact Lisa
Coon at 397-6150 or email resume
to toresumes.lc@cinbell.com or fax
it to 421-5694.
Piano players wanted to teach piano to children in their homes. Teaching experience is not necessary, but
must have five or more years of formal lessons. Positions are year round
and minimum of one year commitment is required. Pay is$19.25/hour
plus bonuses. Call459-3069oremail
www.playtimepiano.com.

For classifieds information, call Lena Abbasi at 745-3561 or e-mail her at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu
Xavier professor looking for a fullThinkourfoodsupplyissafe? Learn
Conveniently located, large 5-6

time babysitter Monday- Friday for two
young children. Location is eight miles
away
from
campus. Email
amatsonhyland@yahoo.com
Seeking several energetic, reliable,
and personable students for an ongoing
part-time position on evenings and weekends throughout the school year. Ten to
15 hours per week, $~.00 per hour start
pay, with merit-increases, working at social and professional events throughout
the Greater Cincinnati area. Reliable
transportation and consistent availability necessary. Call 671-6400 and ask for
Dianne, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

General
October is Domestic Violence Awareness Month. What are you doing to end
relationship violence? Xavier Advocate
Program 872-9259.

what the meat indus tty tries to hide from
Howard Lyman, fourth generation excattle rancher, who was the reason
Oprah quit eating ground beef.
Howard's an expert on mad-cow dis~wlichrefirS:wrd:eaxuinMad

Cowboy. Now learn more secrets from
his new book No More Bull, on the
link between eating meat and
Alzheimer's, the folly of high protein
diets and more. You'll be entertained
and enlightened by this dynamic
speaker. Monday, Oct 17, at 7 p.m. in
Kelly Auditorium. Sponsored by AnimalAdvocatesatXavier.

For Rent
2 bedroom apartment for rent just
off Oakley Square. Hardwood floors,
dishwasher, large porch, driveway and
garage, washer and dryer in the basement. Rent is $750/month. Please call
226-8682.

bedroom house, very close to campus.
It's an easy walk and on campus shuttle.
Updated kitchen with dishwasher, two
baths, lots of storage space, free laundry with water paid, off-street parking,
front porch and balcony, well maintained. Nice landlords who want to
make you happy! Call Karen at 3212946 for questions. Asking $1500/
month rent.
Adorable studio apartment across
from campus. Equipped. Laundry.
Quiet building. Best deal in town. Student price is $342. Includes heat. Call
961-5555.
Houses for rent: 2, 3, 4 bedroom
houses available for rent in the spring
of 2006. All within 3 blocks of campus, off-street parking, laundry, fully
equipped kitches, and clean. Please
call 616-3798 or 321:0043.

FRESH AS THE DAY IT WAS MADE,
WHICH WOULD BE TODAY.

Travel
• Bahamas Spring Break Cruise! 5
days from $299! Includes meals and
MTV celebrity parties! Cancun,
Acapulco, Jamaica from $499! Campus reps needed! Promo Code: 31. Visit
www.springbreaktravel.com or call 1800-678-6386.
Spring Break 2006.- Travel with
STS,America's#l StudentTourOperator to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, and Florida. Now hiring oncampus representatives. Call for group
discounts. Infonnation/Reservations:
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Spring Breakers: Book early and
save. Lowest prices. Hottest destinations. Book 15 =two free trips or cash.
Free meals/parties by lln. Highest
commission. Best travel perks.
www.sunsplashtours.com. 1-800-4267710.

Ckipotle
GOURMET BURRITOS &TACOS.
WASSON@ PAXTON

